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Part 7 
 
Question 32 
 
Look at the three pictures.  
Write the story shown in the pictures.  
Write 35 words or more. 
 

 
 
Write the email/story on your answer sheet. 

 

 

 10 

Part 6 
 
Question 31 
 
You want to go swimming on Saturday with your English friend, Toni. 
Write an email to Toni. 
 
In your email: 
 
• ask Toni to go swimming with you on Saturday 
 
• say where you want to go swimming 
 
• say how you will travel there. 
 
 
Write 25 words or more. 
 
 
Write the email/story on your answer sheet. 



Answer key

Reading

Assessment

Q Part 1

1 B

2 C

3 B

4 A

5 B

6 C

Q Part 2

7 C

8 B

9 A

10 B

11 C

12 C

13 A

Q Part 3

14 B

15 A

16 C

17 B

18 A

Q Part 4

19 B

20 B

21 A

22 B

23 C

24 C

Q Part 5

25 a/this

26 in/during

27 of

28 go

29 play/watch

30 when/after

Band Content Organisation Language

5
All content is relevant to the task.

Target reader is fully informed.

Text is connected and coherent, using 
basic linking words and a limited 
number of cohesive devices.

Uses everyday vocabulary generally 
appropriately, while occasionally overusing 
certain lexis.

Uses simple grammatical forms with a good 
degree of control.

While errors are noticeable, meaning can 
still be determined.

4 Performance shares features of Bands 3 and 5.

3

Minor irrelevances and/or 
omissions may be present.

Target reader is on the whole 
informed.

Text is connected using basic,  
high-frequency linking words.

Uses basic vocabulary reasonably 
appropriately.

Uses simple grammatical forms with some 
degree of control.

Errors may impede meaning at times.

2 Performance shares features of Bands 1 and 3.

1

Irrelevances and misinterpretation 
of task may be present.

Target reader is minimally 
informed.

Production unlikely to be connected, 
though punctuation and simple 
connectors (i.e. ‘and’) may on occasion 
be used.

Produces basic vocabulary of isolated words 
and phrases.

Produces few simple grammatical forms 
with only limited control.

0
Content is totally irrelevant.

Target reader is not informed.
Performance below Band 1.
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Assessment of Writing Part 7

Mark scheme for Writing Part 7

Sample answers

Candidate A

Tom woke up at 7 o’clock. He washed his face and he wanted to 
make breakfast, but he saw that there were nothing in the fridge, 
so he went to the restaurant and ate a toast.

Commentary and mark  

Very good attempt at the task. All the content points are dealt with, 
so the target reader is fully informed. The text is coherent thanks 
to basic, but effective use of linking words. Vocabulary is used 
appropriately and correctly. Simple grammatical forms (past simple, 
want to, prepositions) are used correctly with only 2 non-impeding 
errors (there were nothing, ate a toast) 

Content 5  Organisation 5  Language 5  Total 15

Candidate B

A man waked up and go in the kitchen, he searched something to 
eat for breakfast but he didn’t like what he had in his house. So the 
man went to a café and he had breakfast here.

Commentary and mark  

Good attempt at the task. All the content points are dealt with, 
though the first picture receives minimal treatment. The text is 
generally coherent thanks to the use of basic linking words (but, so, 
and). The vocabulary is used appropriately and correctly. Simple 
grammatical forms are used with some control (he didn’t like what 
he had in his house, went to a café, he had breakfast), but there are 
examples of a lack of control (waked up and go, searched  
something to eat).

Content 4  Organisation 4  Language 4  Total 12

Candidate C

In the morning the man get up. He go to a kitchen and he do a 
Breakfast, but in his fridge the milk doesn’t stay. The man decide 
to go a bar and he order the Breakfast.

Commentary and mark

Satisfactory attempt at the task but not all parts of the story are 
clearly communicated. The description of picture 2 is unclear because 
of vocabulary errors (do a Breakfast and the milk doesn’t stay). There 
is some attempt at organisation using simple linking words (but, and). 
There is some appropriate use of vocabulary (in the morning, get up, 
kitchen, fridge, decide, order). Word order and prepositions are well 
controlled, but there is a lack of control of basic verb forms.

Content 4  Organisation 3  Language 3  Total 10

Candidate D

He wake up at the morning. He is sleeping. He is hungry and he is 
opened the frezeg. Then eating lunch in the café

Commentary and mark 

The candidate has attempted the task, but the reader is only 
minimally informed, mainly because the cohesive devices are 
either absent or not used effectively. The candidate has used the 
correct verbs and some basic relevant vocabulary appropriately 
(lunch, hungry, café), but has only limited control of the 
grammatical forms.  

Content 1  Organisation 2  Language 2  Total 5

Candidate E

Peter good morning, at the 7.00 o’clock.

He go to the cocine

Peter hungry.

at the refrigerator

eat, the soup, and restaurant the favourite foot, cebiche and 
canies, drinking coffe.

Commentary and mark 

The candidate has attempted the task, but, due to the absence 
of cohesive devices and the limited control of vocabulary and 
grammar, the reader is only minimally informed. 

Content 1  Organisation 1  Language 1  Total 3
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